
Phase

Critical Thinking 101: The Basics of Evaluating Information
Appendix B

Strategies for Specific
Information Use Phases

Description of phase

Choosing between different 
information sources for later study

Thoroughly absorbing information for
the first time; reading 

Reconsidering information in the light
of new discoveries; re-reading

Strategies

● Seek key elements (keywords, author’s name, appearance
of high relevance). Identify useful keywords in advance.
Decide if there are specific elements a resource must have
to be useful for your purpose.

● Consider length of piece: is it too long or too short?
(Length is a cue to specificity. Overly long pieces may be
too specific for your purpose, while extremely short ones
may not provide enough information.)

● Consider format and context of piece: what kind of
resource is this piece situated in (journal, newspaper,
commercial web site, etc.)? For example, a newspaper
editorial provides opinion about an issue; another article
in the same newspaper may provide more factual 
information on the same issue.

● Be alert for problem markers

● Continue to consider relevance.
● Establish authority (see Authority Markers).
● Follow up on problem markers. If present, they may or

may not indicate information quality problems - you must
consider them in context of the entire resource.

● Compare to prior knowledge. What do I already know
about this topic, and does the new information conflict
with it?

● Discover how the piece is organized. 
● Use tables, captions to help evaluate.
● Abandon resource now if it does not meet your standards.
● Annotate by highlighting and making notes in the 

margins (disagreement, key points, confusion, etc.)

● Compare to information encountered since functional
reading. Where do sources disagree? The points where
they all agree are highly trustworthy.

● Address conflicts by asking "How do they know? What is
the value of their evidence?"

● Consider conflicts by contemplating each perspective in
turn.
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